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Help/FAQ
How do I access the collection?
USA Travel Guide Collection is open to the public. If you have
a computer and Internet access, you can access it. The
collection is categorized by recommended topics and parts of
USA.
Are there any restrictions to using this collection?
The collection can be used for non-profit activity. The
copyright is reserved by the items’ original copyright or
creative commons. Users should pay attention to the creative
commons or copyright before using the item.
What formats are available?
All material formats include videos, scanned PDF documents,
and website links. Users can download and print the item
without password and ID.
How can I download and print the items?
The item has print and download buttons for you to print or
download the item.
How can I add tags and comments ((How can I Link to the
digital items)?
In USA Travel Guide Collection, users cannot add tags or
comments the items directly. But users can share the link of
the item to others using the share button.
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What is a keyword?
A keyword is a word or phrase that describes the main
concepts of a topic. Before you start searching it is a good
idea to brainstorm synonyms and combinations of terms. This
will increase your chances of finding information on a topic.
What is Boolean searching and how do I use it?
Boolean searching is a method that allows you to combine
multiple concepts within a topic. This is done by using the
following connectors: and, or, not. And is most frequently used
to narrow a topic, e.g., “Los Angeles” AND “San Francisco”.
would retrieve all items pertaining to both topics and no items
pertaining to either topic by itself. Or is used to expand a
topic, e.g., “Chicago” OR “Miami” would retrieve all items
pertaining to either topic. Not is used to exclude unwanted
topics, e.g., “Disney” NOT “Universal Studio” would retrieve
items only pertaining to “Disney”.
Who do I contact for more information?
Please contact huang43@uwm.edu for more information.
Or please see the About tab for more contact information.
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